Risks are not easily detected, and security threats are becoming more advanced where existing SIEM solutions fall short when identifying attacks and anomalies. Most SIEM tools only look at pre-selected logs, limiting users to a portion or predefined view of their data and overall state of their system.

Humio’s transformative site license is removing logging constraints and shifting the organizational culture to improve cybersecurity, privacy and business resilience. By removing obstacles to give customers autonomy, Humio enables users to determine their logging practices without concerns for restrictions on technological, hardware or financial resources.

With Humio’s instant visibility, security teams gain continuous insights that enable immediate responses and actions to strengthen the performance across systems, prevent infrastructure breakdowns and protect against attacks.

**Live, aggregated view** of network security data sources to monitor and investigate increasing threats and vulnerabilities.

**Send and receive instant visibility** to ALL relevant log data in one solution.

**Full view across systems**, in real-time, beyond just samples of data or a predefined view.

**Efficient data compression** enables 75% less hardware, increasing data retention capabilities.

**Security event monitoring** to thwart attacks and minimize time-critical scenarios.

**Immediate access** to explore and monitor through centralized logging.

**Centralized logging** for quick, easy, and secure audits by enabling transmission of data from any and all sources.

**Instantly identify security vulnerabilities and threats** in any complex computing environment.

**Proactive monitoring** so security teams can investigate any threats or compromises.

**Unlimited ingest site license** provides ease and autonomy of scaling as needed.
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The need for instant access to real-time insights from large volumes of log data have never been greater. Humio’s unique solution to this problem is a time-series database engine that is optimized to ingest and aggregate large range of log data volumes instantly.

Ingestion of massive terabytes of volume for further analysis, visualization and retention easily and immediately has been a valuable solution for incident management, troubleshooting, audit scenarios and overall understanding of organizations' systems.

Humio makes it possible for operations teams to send and receive instant visibility to all relevant log data in one solution, available in both on-premises and cloud options.

Resource efficient technology, affordable pricing model and ease of use sets Humio apart from any alternative in the market.

"With Humio's unlimited license, we no longer have holes in our aggregate data, can create role-based views for data within repositories, and are provided improved incident response including alerting, identification and remediation. Previously we were only able to ingest 500GB a day, and with Humio we are already ingesting almost 1TB a day with plans to potentially expand to 2TB in the next 6 months."

– MSU Chief Information Officer Rob McCurdy